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INTRODUCTION
During the 1930s the Sessions Clock Company, Forestville, Connecticut produced a
rather unusual two‐train Westminster Chime clock movement with a reputation for being
somewhat difficult to troubleshoot and repair. This article will attempt to explain the operation
of the patented single‐train combined chime/strike mechanism as well as proper procedures
for disassembly, reassembly, and adjustment of the movement. It is not intended to be an all‐
inclusive course in clock repair. The writer assumes that the reader is familiar with basic clock
repair procedures such as restraining and letting down main springs, polishing pivots,
burnishing pivot holes, installing bushings, adjusting escapements, and the like. These
movements often frustrate even experienced clock repair persons but that need not be the
case if one follows a few simple procedures and takes time to understand how this amazing
little movement operates.
The writer makes no claim of authority or expertise in these matters and will simply
relate from experience those methods that have been found to work. The information
contained herein is therefore offered completely without any guarantee of accuracy or truth of
any kind expressed or implied. Those who choose to rely on the information contained in this
article shall do so at their own risk.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Sessions two‐train chime movement is based on designs described in US patents
No. 1,837,462 filed May 10, 1926 (Issued December 22, 1931) and 1,883,387 filed April 18, 1930
(Issued October 18, 1932) to inventor Samuel Mazur of Bristol, Connecticut, assignor to the
Sessions Clock Company, or Forestville Connecticut. The 1932 patented movement was very
popular and can be found in a variety of shelf clocks by Sessions.
The Sessions chime clocks
looked almost identical to their
Bim‐Bam striking clocks on the
outside being only slightly larger
and having only one small
additional opening in the dial just
below the center shaft where the
small end of the winding key is
inserted to activate or deactivate
the chiming function (fig‐15).
Absent is the third winding arbor
used by almost all other
Westminster chime clocks. These are true chiming clocks that play the Westminster chime
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sequences on the quarter hours and strike the hour count on the hour. The unique design
combines the chiming and striking functions in one train powered by a single main spring.
(Striking is the sounding of the hour count at the top of the hour and chiming is the playing of a
musical sequence of notes on each quarter hour.) A complete and very detailed description of
the movement is included in the patent descriptions at the end of this article.
Between the movement plates these movements are very similar to other Sessions non‐
chime (strike only) movements. The going (time) train is controlled by a basic recoil escapement
with the strip pallets or verge located between the plates. The between the plates parts of the
strike/chime train should also look familiar and include the usual levers and pins generally
associated with other clocks. A closer look reveals that the usual strike control or
“maintenance” cam is replaced with a locking plate with two narrow slots used by the locking
lever to stop the train when striking and chiming is complete. (fig‐1 page 14) Some newer
models have one side of the slot slanted producing a larger mouth.
Outside the plates is an entirely different
story. Looking at the front of the movement one
will notice that this is a rack and snail strike train
but it has TWO racks and TWO snails (fig‐17
right). A look at the back of the movement
reveals a small cam in the middle of the plate
and a large “player drum” or pin drum (fig‐16
below). The two racks working together with the
little cam and the player drum, which can shift
outward to play chimes or inward to strike the
hour, is what makes it all work. The chime
sequence is self‐synchronizing and with so few
working parts, once setup correctly this can be a relatively trouble free movement.

HOW IT WORKS – THE BASICS
There are four key parts that control the
combined chime/strike functions of this movement: 1.
the four‐arm star wheel attached to the center or minute
hand shaft between the plates (fig‐18 page 8), 2. The
twin racks and snails on the front of the movement (fig‐
17 above), 3. A small cam attached to the end of the
center shaft on the outside of the back plate (fig 16 left),
and 4. The five‐disk “player drum” which may also be
referred to as the tappet drum or pin drum (Fig‐16 left).
The star wheel has three equal length arms plus one arm that is slightly longer. The star
is pressed firmly onto the center shaft and normally should not be removed during service as its
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position is critical to the clock chiming and striking exactly
on the quarters of the hour (fig‐18 left). On the 1st, 2nd, and
3rd quarter one of the short arms lifts a control lever which
raises the rack hook or rack detent lever just far enough to
release the smaller auxiliary or “chime rack”. The small
auxiliary or chime snail positions this rack to have 1, 2, or 3
teeth gathered when the chime sequence begins at the “3”,
“6”, or “9” position. This will allow the player drum to
advance 1, 2, or 3 positions. Each position of the player
drum will play 4 notes while the clock is in chiming mode.
Therefore at 9 o’clock three teeth are gathered causing the
player drum to advance 3 positions sounding a total of 12 notes, and so on.
On the hour the long arm of the star lifts the control lever a little more causing the rack
hook lever to release BOTH racks. The auxiliary or chime rack will be positioned to have four
teeth gathered while the larger hour rack will be positioned to have one tooth gathered for
each hour to be struck. That is, if the time is 6 o’clock the axillary or chime rack will count 4
teeth and the hour rack will count 6 teeth for a total of 10 teeth to be gathered which will cause
the player drum to advance 10 positions. It is critical that one understand that neither rack
directly controls the chime function, and neither rack directly controls the strike count on the
hour. The tooth counts from both racks are added together to determine the total number of
positions that the player drum will advance.
The player drum consists of four metal disks permanently joined together to the wheel
hub plus one disk that is free to rotate alone (fig‐5 page 20). The player drum assembly is held
toward the back of the movement by a spring under the drive arm. At the top of the hour the
four inner disks lock on a post under the drum ending the chime sequence. In this position, only
the outer disk may turn. This is the “strike” position and each time the wheel advances one
count a tappet on the outer disk raises and drops the strike hammer one time, repeating until
the hour count has been struck.
During the first part of the first quarter hour, as the minute hand advances from “12”
toward “3” the small cam on the back of the movement moves a forked lever that shifts the
player drum outward raising it off of its locking pin and engaging the drive pin in the drive arm.
In this position all five disks rotate together. This is the “chime” position and each time the
drum advances one position 4 tappets will lift and drop 4 hammers to play 4 notes of the chime
sequence. That is, if it is the 3rd quarter hour the drum will advance 3 positions (one for each
quarter hour as set by the auxiliary rack) to play a total of 12 notes. If it is the 4th quarter
(12:00) the drum will advance 4 positions to play 16 notes. It should be noted that with the
player drum in the chiming (shifted out) position, the tappets of the 5th disk bypass the short
pin in the 5th hammer actuating lever.
On the hour the player drum will advance 4 positions plus the number of positions
corresponding to the hour to be struck. The player drum will advance 4 positions playing 16
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notes (4 notes for each position) at which point the player drum will have rotated 360 degrees
and the locking hole on the back side of the innermost disk will again be over be over the
locking pin. The small spring under the drive arm will move the player drum toward the rear
plate and onto the locking pin simultaneously disengaging the inner 4 disks from the drive pin.
This shifts the player drum from chime mode to strike mode. The outer disk continues to
advance a number of positions corresponding to the remaining count which is the hour count.
In this position the tappets of the 5th disk are lined up to engage the short pin of the 5th
hammer actuating lever thus striking the hour count on the 5th tone rod while the other 4
hammers remain at rest. The whole process repeats on the next hour.
Because the player drum will always lock when the locking hole comes over the locking
pin and stay locked until moved off of the pin by the cam during the first quarter, the chimes
are self‐synchronizing on the next hour.
A STRIKING EXAMPLE – the 7:00 o’clock strike
Our clock has just finished striking 6 o’clock and the minute hand is straight up on
numeral 12. The cam follower is just about to begin its assent up the slope of the cam on the
back of the movement (fig‐14 page 16). The player drum is seated on its locking pin with the
inner four disks disengaged from the drive arm pin. This should always be the case at the start
of the hour.
The minute hand advances from “12” toward “3” and at about “2” the cam follower is
pretty well up the slope of the cam and player drum has moved off of its locking pin and is now
engaging the drive pin of the drive arm.
The minute hand advances from “2” to “3” and the auxiliary or chime rack is released
for a “1” count (1 tooth to be gathered from the rack) for 1 quarter past the hour. The
chime/strike train is unlocked and the player drum advances one position playing 4 notes (one
note from each of the four rotating chime disks) for the 1st quarter chime sequence. The player
drum has rotated a total of 1 position so far this hour.
The minute hand advances from “3” to “4” and the cam follower drops off of the cam
high point at about this position but the exact point is not important. Nothing noticeable
happens but the player drum shifting lever is no longer in contact with the player drum which is
now riding on the end of the locking pin until the locking hole again comes into position. If one
listens carefully one may hear the cam follower drop at about twenty minutes after the hour.
The minute hand advances from “4” to “6”. The auxiliary or chime rack is released for a
“2” count. The chime/strike train is unlocked and the player drum advances two positions
playing 8 notes for the 2nd quarter chime. The player drum has now rotated a total of 3
positions so far this hour.
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The minute hand advances from “6” to “9”. The auxiliary or chime rack is released for a
“3” count. The chime/strike train is unlocked and the player drum advances three positions
playing 12 notes for the 3rd quarter chime. The player drum has now rotated a total of 6
positions this hour.
The minute hand advances from “9” to “12” (the hour hand is now on the “7”). The
auxiliary or chime rack is released for a “4” count corresponding to the 4‐position advance of
the player drum required to play the final 16 note chime sequence on the hour, AND the larger
hour rack is also released for a “7” count corresponding to the 7‐position advance of the outer
strike disk to strike seven times for the 7 o’clock hour count.
This is where it gets a bit tricky to understand. We now have a “4” count registered on
the small ancillary chime rack, and a “7” count registered on the larger hour strike rack for a
total of 11 (eleven) rack teeth to be gathered. As each tooth is gathered the player drum will
advance one position. The clock has to chime first and then strike 7 (seven) times and stop.
Note that the larger “strike rack” is always gathered first and the smaller auxiliary chime rack
is gathered last so how can the clock possibly chime before it strikes if the strike rack is
gathered before the chime rack? It’s really quite simple.
Up to this point we have referred to the small rack as the “chime rack” because it
registers the number of positions the player drum must move to chime, and the larger rack as
the “strike rack” because it registers the number of positions the strike disk of the player drum
must move to strike the hour count. That’s really a bit of a misnomer because neither rack has
exclusive control of chiming or striking. Each rack (register) contributes to the total number of
positions the chime/strike drum needs to advance complete the hour chimes and strike count.
This is how it happens.
The chime/strike train is unlocked and 4 teeth are gathered from the larger rack. The
player drum advances four positions playing 16 notes for the 4th quarter hour chime at which
time the player drum has now rotated a total of 10 positions or 360 degrees so its locking hole
is now in position over the locking pin. The spring under the drive arm moves the 4‐disk player
drum onto the locking pin disengaging it from the drive pin leaving only the outer strike disk to
rotate. Note that there are still 3 (three) more teeth to be gathered from the large rack and
these are now gathered and the strike disk advances 3 (three) positions and the clock strikes 3
(three) times. The large rack is now completely gathered and drops down allowing the rack
hook to engage the smaller rack. There are 4 (four) teeth to be gathered from the small rack so
the strike disk advances an additional 4 (four) positions striking 4 (four) more times for a total
of 7 (seven) strikes at 7:00 o’clock. When both racks have been gathered the chime/strike train
locks until the next quarter hour.
This will become clearer as one studies the section below on reassembling and adjusting
the movement. One beauty of this movement is that if one follows the setup and adjustment
procedures described below, one really does not need to understand how it all works – it just
does! It is a fascinating movement to watch.
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SERVICING THE MOVEMENT
Don't assume that the clock is assembled or adjusted properly as
received. If the clock is not working properly, there is a good
possibility that someone has tried to fix it and given up, leaving it
improperly assembled or improperly adjusted. Before servicing this,
or any movement with which the repairer is not familiar, one would do
well to take pictures of the movement from all angles and at various
stages of disassemble. If possible the repairer should attempt to identify
any defect or the cause of any malfunction before disassembly. One might want to read the
section on reassembling and adjusting the movement to better visualize what the trouble may
be.
These movements have soft pivots and are known for frequently requiring pivot and
bushing work. The second wheel pivots are heavily loaded and usually require attention. In the
worst cases it may be necessary to replace badly worn pivots. When bushing the second wheel
pivot holes one might want to install a bushing with no oil sink to better support the pivot.
Installing a bushing with an oil where no oil sink existed before will reduce the contact area for
the pivot and shorten pivot and bushing life. If the clock is exhibiting chime/strike problems,
one should carefully inspect for a worn pivot hole at the gathering pallets arbor. A sloppy hole
can cause misalignment of the gathering pallets and the rack teeth. Repairers often leave the
gathering pallets in place as this part can be difficult to remove, however in doing so, a rough
pivot or worn pivot hole often goes un detected and un repaired.
During production Sessions
made a number of changes, some of
which may be unknown to this writer.
Some of these are described here and
in the sections on disassemble and
assembly. One of the most noticeable
differences is in the front plate. Some
movements had a mostly solid front
plate (fig‐19 left) while others had a
more traditional cut out front plate (fig‐
19 left). The cut out front plate allows greater visibility but has less rigidity. One must use care
Fig‐19
when removing the gathering pallets from the open plat movement
to avoid bending the plate.
This writer has found conflicting
information regarding the correct size main
springs for these movements. It is unclear if
Sessions changed the spring size during the
years these movements were in production. It
is interesting to note that some (later?)
movements have the main wheel arbors
fitted with a brass sleeve thus increasing the
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effective diameter of the arbor and enlarging the diameter of the inner spring coil. Others have
a more traditional small steel arbor. The reason for this change is unclear but the larger center
arbor should put less stress on the inner coils of the spring while applying the spring’s power at
a greater radius from the arbor center. The smaller arbors can be upgraded by fabrication a
3/8” brass sleeve and new spring anchor pin. (see fig‐23 page 11)
One should not assume that the springs found in a Sessions 2‐train movement are
original or correct. One clock owner advised me that he found what are believed to be original
springs that measured ¾” x 0.020” x 110”. Steven G. Conover states in Chime Clock Repair,
Second Edition, “The time mainspring is a loop‐end type which is ¾ inch wide, .018 inch thick,
and 96 inches long”, and “The chime‐strike mainspring is ¾ inch wide, .018 inch thick, and
longer than the standard spring at 108 inches”. Other sources suggest that ¾” x 0.018” x 96” is
the correct replacement for time and chime/strike. This writer has also found springs that are
0.813” wide x 0.165” x approx. 110” long used in the time train. As of this writing
www.timesavers.com lists part number 32547 which is ¾” wide x 0.020” thick x 96” long. Loop‐
end springs 0.018” thick and longer than 96” are difficult to impossible to find. Because both
the time and chime springs are called on to power more operations than in other typical
American mantel clocks one should avoid replacement springs thinner than 0.018” and/or
shorter than 96” long. A time side mainspring 0.018” thick will easily drive this movement in
good shape to a healthy pendulum swing, Over‐powering the time train may result is excessive
pendulum swing that could cause the pendulum bob to strike the chime lever assembly due to
the limited space
Sessions clocks are
also known for frequent
click problems (The “click”
is the little ratchet dog that
keeps the main spring from
unwinding and goes click,
click, click as the clock is
wound). Later production
main wheels added a thin
metal disk over the click to
keep it from slipping off of
the ratchet wheel when the
small brass rivet becomes worn or loose (Fig‐28 B). Replacing the original rivet with a properly
fitted steel shoulder rivet with a larger head is recommended. (There is no need to retrofit a
click shield disk where none exists). One is advised to carefully inspect both clicks and click
rivets and click springs. If the click rivet is loose, the best solution is to remove the click and
replace the rivet with a steel shouldered rivet. While the click is removed, a good practice is to
replace the brass click spring wire with a comparable steel spring fabricated from a piece of
music wire. These parts are commercially available but many repairers prefer to make their
own to ensure a proper fit and lasting quality.
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Sessions recommends oiling these clocks once a year. Considering the loading on the
pivots in the lower trains and the frequency of pivot failure, that seems like good advice but is
seldom followed.

DISASSEMBLING THE MOVEMENT
The Sessions two‐train chime movements are constructed such that the main springs
may be removed without separating the plates. This feature is helpful if one only plans to
service the springs or clicks while not disturbing the rest of the movement. The first step in
removing the main wheels and springs is to place a spring retainer clip or wire around each
spring. Then with the movement secure, use a letdown tool to let down the springs into the
restraining clip or tied wire. Once the springs are secure, the bottom pillars can removed (note
which end goes to toward the front) and then the front main wheel bushing plates can be
removed after which the main wheels and springs can be removed from the movement. Care
should be exercised not to bend the plates or wheels. There is no need to remove the main
wheels and springs in this manner if the entire movement is to be disassembled, but the springs
still need to be restrained and let down before disassembly.
A complete disassembly begins by removing the pendulum, suspension spring, and the
rate adjusting device at the top of the movement after which the rate adjusting arbor can be
pulled from the movement.
Next remove the two nuts holding the
chime hammer assembly and lift it from the
movement. Raise the hammers and push the
actuating levers aside to clear the player drum.
The chime hammer assemble is easily
disassembled but one should make note of the
order the parts are removed. The outer lever that
lifts the strike hammer is different from the other
levers and there are two spacers of different
thickness. The hammers should be marked so they can be reassembled in the same order.
Loosen the two set screws holding the player drum drive arm and remove the drive arm.
Remove the small coil spring from the player drum shaft and remove the player disks. The outer
disk comes off alone and the other four disks come off together. (see fig‐5 page 20)
From the front of the movement, loosen the set screw(s) in the large hour snail and lift
it from the hour pipe. Then lift the small auxiliary snail from the hour pipe. Next unhook the
two small rack return springs being careful not to damage them, and then remove the two
racks. Depending on which variation one has, there may be a spacer between the racks. Now
remove the rack hook lever. Some versions use a split collar to hold the levers in place while
others use a flat washer and lock wire. (see figs. 3, & 10 page 18)
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Inspect the wheel (gear)
that engages the pinion
attached to the auxiliary rack. If
this wheel is held with a set
screw (fig‐12), remove it. If it is
pressed on (fig‐12A) just leave
it in place unless that pivot hole
is worn and is to be bushed. A
small brass helper spring is
shown on the rack hook of the example in fig‐12. This is not believed to be a factory installed
spring as gravity is usually sufficient to hold the rack hook, however the spring will need to be
removed if present during disassembly.
There should be a small brass wire “helper spring” coiled around one of the control
lever arbors with the end of the spring wire hooked into a small hole at the top of the front
plate (see fig‐4 page 18). Unhook this spring wire trying not to bend it any more than necessary
as these wires tend to break easily. Many experienced repairers just replace these springs.
The small brass hub supporting the two gathering pallet pins should now be removed
being very careful not to bend the arbor on which it is mounted. It is pressed on but should be
removable. This pivot hole frequently wears and one must be careful to properly locate the
bushing when bushing this pivot hole else the gathering pallets will not properly engage the
rack teeth.
There is chime silencing lever on the back
plate that is attached to a shaft that passes through
the movement and projects from the front plate. This
shaft is held by a brass collar which is pressed on. A
hollow tip brass punch placed over the end of the
shaft and tapped with a hammer while supporting
the plate should drive the shaft through the collar
and free the assembly. A modified “C” clamp as
shown makes the task easy. One variation of the
chime silencer uses a tapered pin to hold the brass
collar on the shaft (see fig‐9 page 22). One might
consider such a modification during reassemble if
maintaining strict originality is not a concern.
The last thing to remove before separating the plates is the
small cam on the end of the center shaft on the back plate. This part
is usually pretty tight and a puller will make removal much easier. If
the cam is pulled or levered from under the large part of the cam
chances are it will be separated from the hub leaving the hub
14

behind. The center shaft can easily be bent during the removal process; it should be carefully
checked before reassembly. There is no need to remove the cam follower arm or the forked
lever that shifts the player drum. Use caution when polishing this pivot not to reduce the
diameter where the cam is pressed on or it may slip after reassembly.
If the main springs have not already been restrained with tie wire or spring clips and let
down this should be done now. After the springs are secure, support the movement with the
back plate up and remove the four nuts and two screws holding the back plate and gently lift it
from the movement trying not to disturb any of the wheels. This is a good point to take a few
pictures to help with reassembly.
The rest of the disassembly is straight forward. All the parts should be cleaned,
inspected, and any needed pivot and bushing work completed. Be sure to check the pivot holes
in the pallet (verge) arbor support arms. The main springs also need to be cleaned. Do not
clean the aluminum alloy player drum in the same solution with other parts! A severe
electrolytic chemical reaction can occur resulting in staining of the brass parts and degradation
of the aluminum parts in some cleaning solutions.
REASSEMBLING THE MOVEMENT
If the movement being serviced
has main wheels with click shield disks as
seen in Fig‐28B on page 12, begin by
installing the two front plate winding
arbor bushing plates and all internal parts,
otherwise the bushing plates and the main
wheels and springs may be added later.
The click shields (when present) make it
very difficult to install the main wheels
after assembly of the main plates.
Support the front plate and
positioning all the between the plate parts
as shown in fig‐13. Make sure that all the
lever arms are where they need to be.
With this movement it is easy to get it
assembled only to discover that the stop
lever is on the wrong side of the stop
wheel, or the lifting lever is on the wrong
side of the center shaft.
Locate the wheel that has the chime locking plate or cam 5 (the 4th wheel in this
movement). Position that wheel so that the locking lever 6 is in one of the two locking slots A or
B. Locate the “warning wheel” 2. Position the warning pin 1 on this wheel as shown in fig‐1,
15

approximately at the rim of the 4th wheel 3. The warning run needs to be fairly short to prevent
premature hammer lifting during the warning run. Some references show the warning pin
straight up but this writer finds the position shown and the shorter warning run makes
adjusting the player drum so the first hammer does not begin to rise during the warning run
much easier. Note that some versions have slots in the locking plate (sometimes called the
maintenance cam) shaped like “A” and others like “B”.
(Note
that
the
warning pin 1 is on
the warning wheel 2.)

Keeping the locking wheel, locking lever, and warning wheel in this alignment, fit the back plate
to the movement lining up the pivots with the pivot holes and bolt the plate in place. Once the
plates are bolted together recheck the position of the warning pin with the locking lever in the
locking plate. This should give the correct amount of the warning wheel advance during the
warning run. The warning run must be enough to ensure that the locking lever is clear of the
slot in the locking plate. If the warning run is excessive it may be difficult or impossible to adjust
the player drum such that none of the hammers begin to lift during the warning run.
This is a good time to check the action of the escapement using hand power on the
going (time) train wheels and make any needed adjustments. Escapement adjustments are very
sensitive. Just a small change can make a big difference. One should refer to a good book on
escapements or general clock repair methods for the proper procedure for adjusting a recoil
strip pallet escapement. If the clock was not chiming and striking exactly on the quarter hours,
now would also be a good time to install the minute hand and check that the lifting lever drops
off of the star wheel with the hand pointing straight up to the top of the movement. + or – one
minute either side of the hour is considered OK by many for a clock of this type. If the clock is
off by more than this the problem may be a bent minute hand or the lever following the star
wheel may be bent. Unless the star wheel has been previously removed, one should generally
not attempt to change its position on the center shaft.
If bushings were installed or other repairs made to the going train, one might opt at this
point to install the pendulum support and pendulum (and the main wheels and springs if they
were not installed earlier) and place the movement on a test stand for a few days to make sure
the time side is running OK before continuing the final strike side assembly and adjustment.
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The small player drum shifting cam should
now be installed on the end of the center shaft.
Before placing the cam on the shaft, temporarily
install the minute hand making absolutely sure
that when the hand is pointing straight up to the
top of the movement and that it is in the 12:00
o’clock position and not the 6:00 o’clock position.
The minute hand needs to be in the 12:00 o’clock
position for the rest of the assembly. Advance the
minute hand from the 12:00 o’clock position
slowly through all four quarters stopping again at
the 12:00 o’clock position. Carefully watch the action of the lifting lever on the front of the
movement as the minute hand is advanced around the dial through each quarter hour. The
lever will be responding to the longer arm of the star wheel and will lift it a little higher at “12”
than at any of the other quarter hours. It is absolutely essential that the center shaft be in the
12:00 o’clock position before setting the cam and the player drum.
Once it has been determined that the
center shaft is in the 12:00 o’clock position the
cam is placed on the end of the center shaft and
positioned such that the cam follower is about to
start up the slope of the cam. (see fig‐14 above)
The cam may then be driven (or pressed) onto
the shaft using a hollow tube or punch. (The
other end of the center shaft, with the minute
hand nut in place (to protect the threads),
should be placed against a block of wood while
the cam is being driven onto the shaft. The cam
should be driven onto the shaft until the cam follower arm rests on the stop shown at “a” in fig‐
26 and just bit more until there is just a slight clearance between the tip of the cam follower
and cam at “b” in fig‐26. This will ensure that the player drum will shift the correct amount and
that the cam follower does not drag on the cam after the drop off point.
Return the minute hand to the 12:00
o’clock position. Temporarily place the 4‐disk
chime player drum on its shaft and rotate it
while gently pressing it toward the back plate
until it slips onto its locking pin. Holding the
player drum onto the locking pin check that
the player drum is supported only by the
locking pin (Fig‐27 point “c”) and that there is
a slight clearance between the lifting forks
and the player drum (Fig‐27 point “D”). If
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there is more than a slight clearance at “D”, or if the player drum is being supported by the
lifting forks instead to the locking post at “c”, then the position of the lifting forks in relation to
the cam follower arm should be adjusted. This can be accomplished by holding the cam
follower arm in the jaws of pliers and firmly grasping the lifting forks and twisting them on the
arbor one way or the other as required to position the forks just slightly under the player drum
as shown in Fig‐27 on page 17. Make sure the cam follower is not on the slope of the cam
during these adjustments. These adjustments ensure that the player drum will be shifted the
proper amount during the changeover from strike mode to chime mode. Set the player drum
aside for now.
It is now time to install the parts to the front of the movement. If the driving wheel for
the auxiliary cam was removed, replace it now. With the minute hand still in the 12:00 o’clock
install the small auxiliary or chime rack and then the larger hour rack making sure to install any
spaces that were between them before disassembly. If the racks were secured with brass
collars use care not to press the collars on too far and bind the racks. The rack springs should
be attached to the racks but may be left off of the anchor post for now. Next rotate the locking
wheel until the locking lever is into one of the two slots in the locking disk (fig.‐1 page 15).
Install the gathering pallets hub positioned such that the two pins are perpendicular to a line
between the two slots in the locking disk and tangential to the path of the rack teeth. In other
words, when the chime/strike train locks and stops, the gathering pallet pins will be clear of the
rack teeth so the racks are clear to drop when released. Unlike many other movements the
gathering pallet position is not critical so long as the racks clear the pallet pins when released.
Drive the gathering pallets hub onto the shaft using a hollow punch far enough so that the
smaller rack’s teeth do not contact the brass hub when the rack is released. Caution, if the 4th.
wheel pivot hole on the back plate was bushed the end of the arbor will need to be
supported so the bushing will not be driven out as the pallets are driven on! Carefully attach
the two small rack springs. It may be easier to attach one end of the rack return spring to the
racks before installing the racks. These springs are often found stretched or with poorly formed
ends. The springs must still be under some tension when the rack tails are at the lowest part of
the snails.
Now place the small auxiliary or chime snail over the hour pipe. Position it so the tail of
the auxiliary rack is in contact with the middle of shallowest segment of the snail. At least two
styles of auxiliary chime racks were used. The “old style” used a flat metal strip for a tail which
is easily bent out of shape (fig‐2a below). If after assembly fewer than four teeth or more than
four teeth are gathered from this rack on the hour, or if the gathering pallet pin falls on a tooth
tip instead of between two teeth, and the movement has the old style rack, the tail may need
to be reformed (bent) slightly to correct the problem. Later models apparently used the
improved rack with a much more secure tail design (fig‐2‐b below) and normally require no
adjustment.
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The large hour snail is installed next but we need to take some special precautions to
ensure that it does not bind against the smaller snail under it when the set screw is tightened.
When these clocks stop for no apparent reason and seem to have no power to the escape
wheel it is frequently because the snails are binding after they rotate a bit. Obtain a piece of
fine steel wire or music wire just a few thousandths of an inch thick and shape it into a hairpin
shaped clip that will fit close around the hour pipe just above the small snail. Place the large
snail on the hour pipe and press it down against the hairpin clip and rotate it such that the
hammer tail “peg” is at the shallowest part of the snail a little back from long wall that
separates the 12:00 o’clock and 1:00 o’clock segments of the snail (see fig‐21 appendix pg. 34).
Tighten the set screw in the snail, remove the wire spacer and check that the rack tail falls
freely all the way to the lowest part of the snail without actually touching the edge between the
12:00 o’clock and 1:00 o’clock wall. A thin feeler gauge other spacer may be substituted for the
“hairpin” spacer. Double check that both snails are correctly positioned and that the minute
hand is at 12:00 o’clock. This will ensure that the two snails, which rotate at different speeds,
will not bind and stop the clock. The rack hook should now be installed. Most repairers
recommend that the rack hook post and the post about which the racks pivot should not be
oiled.
It is important that the large
hour snail be installed with the correct
side up. There are two known
variations of the snail. One has the
mounting hub and set screw under the
snail and the other has the mounting
hub and set screw above the snail.
Care should be used to ensure
that any and all spacers between the
snails be installed correctly so the rack tail pin engages the snail properly. Regardless of
whether the hub is above or below the snail, it must be installed so its shape is as shown in fig‐
10 above.
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It should be noted old and new style rack and snail parts, while very similar, are not
interchangeable, especially when the snail hub and set screw are below the snail where under
some conditions the setscrew can hang on the rack tail. A clock with the old style parts may be
updated as long as the racks and snails are all from the newer version.
If the main wheels and springs were not installed during the initial assembly they should
be installed now. They may look the same but the chime/strike main springs may be different
from the time main spring so make sure the wheels are in the correct position.
The end of the small coiled brass helper spring found on
the lifting lever arbor (shaft) should be hooked into the small
hole at the top of the front plate (fig‐4 right) if present, or over
the edge of the plate. Brass spring wire is easy to break so avoid
any unnecessary bending. Some repairers recommend replacing
these springs with new during a rebuild. Tension the spring just
enough to hold the lever in place when the movement is
inverted.
Now turn to the back of the movement and install the pendulum suspension/rate
adjuster mechanism including the small shaft that passes through the movement and out the
front. The actual pendulum suspension spring and rod will be installed later.
The final assembly adjustments require that the hammer assembly now be installed. If
this assembly was disassembled for cleaning, reassemble it and mount it to the movement and
tighten the two mounting nuts. The mounting holes in the chime unit are frequently found to
be larger than the threaded mounting posts. It may be necessary to loosen the mounting nuts
and reposition the chime unit slightly for best hammer action. Note that chime hammer and
actuating lever pivots should be cleaned but NOT oiled. The viscosity of the oil will slow the fall
of the hammers.
Locate the parts of the player drum assembly shown in fig‐5 or 5A (page 21). There are
two versions of the player drum assembly. Figure 5 shows the more common newer version;
figure 5A shows the older style. Some of the later new versions also have the drive pin spring‐
loaded by a thin leaf‐spring. Supposedly this would allow the pin to retract if it isn’t exactly
lined up with one of the holes in the chime disks, of course the chime/strike sequence would be
wrong but the clock wouldn’t just go silent and lockup. The old style chime/strike unit has a
drive pin mounted in the small brass drive hub. The pin enters the strike disk through a small
hole near the center of the strike disk and engages one of the slots in a brass drive hub on the
chime disk group. The newer and more common style has a long drive arm attached to the
drive hub with a drive pin that engages a small hole near the rim of the strike disk and one of
the holes near the rim of the chime disk assembly. Although quite different in appearance, both
versions operate and are adjusted the same way. At first blush an older movement may appear
to be missing its player drum drive are, but may just be the older design.
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Make sure that the minute hand is
still in the 12:00 o’clock position and that
the locking lever is in the slot in the locking
plate as shown in fig.‐1 pg. 16. Check the
locking pin (fig‐8) to be sure it is snug in
the locking pin arm and that the tip of the
pin is smooth. Put a small dab of grease on
the lifting fork that will shift the player
drum and place a small drop of oil on the
player drum shaft where it exits the back
plate (between the fork arms) and on the
shaft itself. Slip the 4‐disk chime drum
assembly onto the shaft and rotate it until
the locking pin engages the locking hole in
the bottom of the drum. With the
movement supported in the normal operating position, observe whether any of the bell rod
hammers are partly raised. If any of the hammers have not been fully released by the chime
drum tappets or “pins”, remove the chime drum and slightly reposition the locking pin arm
shown in fig‐8 and check again. Before proceeding to set the drive arm it is important that the
locking pin and arm be positioned such that all the hammers are fully released when the chime
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drum locks at the 12 o’clock position. This is an often overlooked but critical adjustment. The
mounting holes in the chime hammer assembly are often oversize. Repositioning the hammer
assembly may help ensure that all hammers are down in the 12 o’clock position.
With the chime drum locked on the locking pin (fig‐8 page 21) and all bell rod hammers
fully released, install the strike disk (fig‐5 page 21) on the shaft with the flat side up (hub side
down). Place the small spring on the shaft. Note that the spring goes inside the drive arm hub
and pushes all five player drum disks toward the back of the clock movement. It is a common
mistake to place the spring in the hub between the strike disk and the chime disks.
The drive arm (fig‐5 pg. 21 and fig‐
6 right) goes on next. Sessions used at
least two variations of the drive arm. The
earlier version has a rigidly mounted pin
as shown in fig‐5 and the later
“improved” version has a spring‐loaded
retractable pin as seen in fig‐6. The spring
loaded pin is intended to prevent
jamming in the case of misalignment but
either arm will perform satisfactorily
when properly aligned; the installation
and adjustment procedure is the same.
Note however, that the strike disk has a
larger drive hole when the spring loaded
drive arm is used and is not
interchangeable with the strike disk used
with the ridged pin arm.
The drive arm is installed with the drive pin passing through the outer striking disk and is
aligned directly over one of the holes in the disk below. It does not matter which hole. Press the
drive arm onto the shaft until the tip of the drive pin is just slightly above the chime disk below
(fig‐6). When the clock is striking (minute hand in the 12 o’clock position) the outer strike disk
must be free to rotate without the drive pin contacting the inner 4‐disk chime drum assembly.
A thin feeler gauge may be placed between the drive pin and player drum to help maintain
clearance. A few thousandths of an inch is enough. Tighten the two set screws in the drive arm
and make sure drive pin is still directly centered over a drive hole in the chime disk below.
Gently move the chime drum assembly (the 4 inner disks) rearward. The drive pin
should smoothly slip into the drive hole in the second disk. If not, readjust the drive arm
position. Now advance the minute hand to the 3 o’clock position. The chime drum should move
outward and slip smoothly onto the drive pin. If the drive pin does not engage smoothly, return
the minute hand to the 12:00 o’clock position and readjust the drive arm until it does. If the
chime player drum fails to move far enough to securely engage the drive pin, review the section
on installing the small back plate cam. When the cam follower is not on the slope of the cam
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the follower and the fork under the player drum must not be under tension but as soon as the
cam follower starts up the slope, the lifting fork under the player drum should begin moving the
player drum outward. Continue advancing the minute hand through each quarter stopping at
the 12 o’clock position. All five disks will turn until the player drum has made one full revolution
after which the assembly shifts inward toward the back of the movement where the four inner
disks disengage from the drive pin and remain stationary while the outer 5th disk continues to
rotate and the single outer hammer strikes the hour count.
Note that each of the fiver brass
chime levers has a steel pin in the end and
the outermost strike lever is identical
except the steel pin in the end of the strike
lever is about half as long. (fig‐7 right).
During operation when the player drum is
in its outward chiming position (not on the
locking pin) the tappets on the outer strike
disk pass by the end of the short pin of the
strike lever, but when the player drum
shifts inward and locks, the tappets on the
outer strike disk contact the short pin and
lift and drop the strike hammer as the disk
rotates. If everything is assembled correctly
the player drum will be in the correct position to chime or strike, however, it is not uncommon
to discover that a previous repairer has either bent the end of the brass strike lever or added
shims or spacers to achieve a working alignment of the strike lever pin and the strike disk
tappets. Such methods should not be necessary if the cam and lifting fork are properly aligned
except in cases of severe wear or alteration of the playing wheel have occurred. Before
continuing it is essential that proper alignment of the strike disk and strike lever pin be
obtained to ensure that the strike pin is never contacted by the strike disk tappets during
chiming and always contacted during striking. Intermittent contact with the strike lever pin
during striking can easily be mistaken as a malfunction of the racks and snails.
The final adjustment of the strike train is made under power so wind the strike side
main spring part way and remove the main spring restraint. Advance the minute hand from the
12 o’clock position to the 3 o’clock position. The player drum should shift outward and each of
the four chime hammers in succession should lift and drop as the player drum rotates. Repeat
for the 6 o’clock position where there should be 8 hammer drops, then repeat for the 9 o’clock
position where there should be 12 hammer drops. Each time when the chiming stops all four
hammers must be in the released or “dropped” position. If the last hammer to be raised fails to
drop, or the chiming finishes and one hammer begins to rise then the locked position of the
player drum will need to be adjusted. This adjustment normally is not necessary unless
someone has “messed with” the original factory setting but the problem is easily corrected.
Referring to (fig‐8 pg. 21), move the locking pin arm just slightly to advance or retard the
locking of the player drum. This adjustment will require a readjustment of the drive arm to
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realign the drive pin over one of the holes in the chime disk assembly which must be done with
the minute hand in the 12 ‘o clock position. The locking pin arm is held by a rivet and may be
very tight, as it should be. Do not proceed to the next step until this locking adjustment is
correct and no hammer is left raised and no hammer begins to rise during the warning run and
that the drive arm pin is centered over the hole in the second player disk. The adjustments are
critical and usually require several attempts before everything is perfect.
The final step is to move the minute hand to the 12 o’clock position. The player drum
should rotate and there should be 16 hammer drops playing four groups of four notes for a
total of 16 notes after which the player drum should shift inward and lock leaving the outer
strike disk to continue rotating lifting and dropping just the strike hammer for the proper hour
count before stopping. All hammers should be in the fully released position after chiming and
striking is complete. A small bit of crease may be placed on each of the hammer lever pins.
The chime silencing lever should now be
installed. This was left for last just in case the
plates had to be separated to correct some
problem. These clocks are known to have a number
of little variations in design during the years they
were produced. Fig‐9 right shows a movement
where the chime silence shaft is held with a steel
pin instead of the more common pressed on brass
collar. The writer is unsure if this was a factory
design change or the work of some enterprising
clock repairer to make future disassembly easier.
There should be a steel spring or cup washer
between the movement plate and collar on one or
both sides of the plate. There should be enough
tension to hold the lever while allowing the key to turn the arbor without excessive force.
This completes the assembly and adjustment of the chime/strike train and if everything
was done correctly the chiming and striking should function properly with no further
adjustment other than aligning the hammers with the bell rods when the movement is installed
in the clock case. The time side main spring should now be wound and the pendulum
suspension spring and leader installed. All of the pivots should be oiled with good clock oil, and
the pallets lightly oiled. The writer recommends running the completed movement on a
suitable test stand for a few days before reinstalling in the case.

REGULATING THE CLOCK
Final regulation of the clock should be done with the clock
located where it will actually be used. Spring powered clocks like
these with simple recoil escapements tend to run a little fast just
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after being wound and usually slow near the end of the week. Always begin regulating with the
clock fully wound and allow the clock to run seven days before making another rate
adjustment. The rate is adjusted by inserting the small end of the winding key into the small
hole under the “12” (fig‐25 page 23) and turning it clockwise to slow the clock or
counterclockwise to speed up the clock.
TROUBLE SHOOTING CHECK LIST
Clock does not run at all


Spring not wound – These clocks, and many other Sessions clocks, wind to the
left (counter clockwise). That is contrary to one’s natural tendency to wind or
tighten things “to the right”. It is not uncommon for one to assume that the
clock is fully wound or “wound too tight” when the clock is not wound at all after
attempting to turn the key clockwise and finding that it will not turn.



Main spring won’t wind – Winding key turns and begins to tighten the spring but
springs back to its original position when released. This indicates a click failure.
Either the click (the ratchet dog on the main wheel that keeps the spring from
unwinding when the key is released) is either broken or stuck or the click spring
has broken.



Dirt and/or lack of lubrication – A combination of dried up old oil and dirt in the
pivot holes is the most common cause of a clock not running, especially if it has
been sitting for a long time.



Excessively worn pivot holes and pivots – Like any other mechanical clock, when
the pivot holes become excessively worn the wheels and pinions no longer
engage properly.



Bent or damaged pivot – The movement must be disassembled to evaluate pivot
condition. Bent pivots are often the result of assembly by an inexperienced clock
repair person.



Hour/Minute hands jammed – Insufficient clearance between the hour hand
and minute hand can result in the clock stopping when the minute hand tries to
“pass” the hour hand.



Damaged wheel or pinion teeth – A bent or broken tooth or teeth on a wheel or
pinion will obviously prevent the clock from running.

Clock starts but will not keep running
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Clock is not in beat – Simply stated, the time interval between the ticks and the
tocs is not equal. This results when the pendulum has to swing further to one
side of center to release an escape wheel tooth than it does when it swings to
the other side. The clock will have an uneven sound as it attempts to run. If
raising one side of the clock or the other results in an evenly spaced ticking
sound the clock is “our of beat”. The beat is set on this clock by forming
(bending) the brass crutch wire a little toward the side of the clock that was
raised when the beat was even after which the clock should be in beat on a level
surface. Setting the beat is covered in detail in any good book on basic clock
repair. Many clock shops use a digital instrument to set the beat precisely.



Escapement out of adjustment – CAUTION: one should not fool with
escapement adjustments until one has a basic understanding of how the recoil
strip‐pallet escapement functions and understands the proper procedure for
adjusting these. This is included here because clocks arriving for repair have
often been “messed with” earlier in an unsuccessful attempt to make them run.
The main concern here is that the pallet strip (verge) has not been set so close to
the escape wheel that it occasionally “snags” on a tooth tip (or so far away that it
occasionally skips a tooth). If the verge has been adjusted and the clock
subsequently runs but will not keep running, there may be parts in the clock
movement that need repair or replacement. Instructions for adjusting a recoil
escapement can be found in any good book on basic clock repair.



Insufficient space between the chime and hour snail – If the clock was
assembled with the outer (hour) snail pressed up tight against the smaller chime
snail tightening the set screw in the hour snail collar can cause friction between
the two snails that can cause the clock to stop after running strong for a few
minutes. When properly installed, the small snail should feel loose on the hour
pipe and have just a little end play. (see page 17).



Strike rack not fully gathered at 12 o’clock – If the chime/strike side of the clock
is run down or intentionally not wound, or if there is a problem with the
chime/strike train that prevents the train from running and the hour rack is
released at “12” and not gathered it can jam against the 12‐1 wall on the snail as
it advances and cause the clock to stop. The solution is to correct the problem
with the chime/strike train.



Clock stops just before chiming and/or striking – this can result from a bent or
binding lever in the chime/strike train. The minute hand should be able to be
turned all the way around the dial with no noticeable additional friction or
binding as the chime/strike points are approached and passed. If extra resistance
is felt one should investigate the cause of the friction in the chime/strike train.
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Clock runs weakly and stops randomly – The pendulum swing is weak, maybe
only ½ inch total, and the clock stops randomly and is more likely to stop after
the clock has run for a few days. This indicates a lack of power getting to the
escape wheel and may be difficult to diagnose as the cause may be one thing or
a combination of several things. A clock running with a weak pendulum swing
becomes increasingly unstable as the swing diminishes. Even a small amount of
“beat error” can stop a clock in this condition. Usually the cause is excessive
friction somewhere in the going (time) train. That can be from improperly fitted
pivot hole bushings, rough or bent pivots, lack of lubrication including lack of
lubrication on the main springs, or a bent wheel or damaged pinion. A week tired
or “set” main spring may exacerbate the problem but is seldom the sole reason
for a clock stopping. Rough pallet faces on the verge, incorrect pallet angles and
spacing or incorrect verge alignment may be the cause. If the “drops” of the
escape wheel teeth onto the pallet faces are excessive (and the locks minimal)
the clock will not run strong.



Crutch foot loop binding pendulum leader – The pendulum leader rod must be
free to move anywhere in the crutch foot loop without binding. Any contact
between the pendulum leader rod and both sides of the crutch foot loop
simultaneously will stop the clock. A small clearance must be maintained at all
times. This point should be oiled.



Crutch foot loop clearance excessive – Excessive clearance between the
pendulum leader rod and the crutch foot loop results is lost power that will not
be transferred to the pendulum. The clearance must be minimal but there must
be some clearance. 0.002” is enough.



Pendulum leader rod not centered in crutch foot loop – A proper relationship
between the pendulum leader rod and the crutch loop is critical if the clock is to
run properly. With the clock on a level surface the pendulum leader rod must
hang in the center portion of the crutch loop foot. If the pendulum leader rod
rubs against either end of the crutch foot loop the clock will surely run weakly or
stop.



Pendulum interference – The space available to the pendulum, pendulum leader
rod, and the crutch is limited in these clocks and especially so in models where
the bell rods are mounted on an angle behind the movement rather than under
the movement. One must ensure that the crutch and pendulum bob never
contact the small cam or any of the other parts on the rear of the movement.



“Set” main spring – After many years the main springs start to become tired or
“set” and no longer deliver full power. While this condition is seldom the only
reason for a clock failing to run, it can be a factor. An incorrect replacement

spring can have the same effect. Sometimes the solution is to just wind the clock
a few turns mid‐week until a correct replacement spring can be located.

Clock runs but does not keep good time
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How good is good? – “Good” compared to what? Eighty to a hundred years ago
or more people went to church on Sunday and stayed all day. No one really
cared much about the precise time unless one was running the railroad. Most
folks were lucky to have just one clock and whatever time it indicated was the
time at that place. These clocks are from that period. They are not precision
clocks and they do not and cannot keep perfect time. That being said, with
patience one can usually get the clock to end the 7‐day weekly run within a
minute or two of where it was set at the start of the week. It may however gain a
little at the start of the week and slow a little as the weak wears on. They are not
temperature compensated so expect some seasonal changes as well. In this day
of precise digital time, even from inexpensive quartz time pieces, one sometimes
simply expects more timekeeping accuracy from these old clocks than they are
capable of delivering.



Isochronism – Or perhaps more properly the lack of same is a condition that
affects all spring powered clocks to some degree. The main spring delivers more
power immediately after being wound and forces the clock to run at a slightly
faster rate. As the spring runs down the clock will also slow down. Relatively
inexpensive clocks like this with recoil escapements are affected more than
deadbeat clocks. A variation of 3 or 4 minutes over a week is not considered
abnormal. The affect can be minimized by making sure the clock is in beat and
that the escapement locks and drops are properly set. A weak or “set” main
spring can exacerbate the problem. Using a slightly longer main spring may help
but one is advised against using a thinner spring in this application.



Incorrect suspension spring or pendulum – The rate at which the clock runs is
determined by the over‐all length of the pendulum and suspension parts. More
technically stated, the rate is determined by the distance from the flexing point
of the pendulum suspension spring to the center of gravity of the complete
pendulum assembly, which will be just above the center of the pendulum weight
or “bob”. The rate is also affected but to a lesser extent by the thickness of the
pendulum suspension spring. Pendulum parts tend to get lost and replaced with
different parts over the years. If incorrect part substitutions were made, one
may need to replace the suspension spring and leader rod assembly for one of a
slightly longer (to make the clock run slower) or shorter (to make the clock run
faster) suspension assembly.



Incorrectly mounted suspension spring – This clock has an adjustable rate
mechanism that supports the pendulum. The upper end of the suspension spring
slips into a slot at the top of the mechanism and is held stationary. The end of
the spring may have a “dimple” punched into it or a small hole through which is
tied a small wire to keep the spring from pulling out. The midsection of the
suspension spring slips between two “chops” or jaws which can be moved up or
down as the adjusting screw turns thus shortening or lengthening the length of
the moving parts of the pendulum assembly. If the end of the suspension spring
is mounted in the “chops” instead of the stationary supporting bracket at the top
of the adjuster the rate adjuster will not function and the clock will run slow. This
problem may be corrected by mounting the suspension spring properly.

Clock does not strike or chime at all
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Chimes set to the silent position – Don’t overlook the simple explanations.



Chime/Strike main spring not wound ‐ These clocks, and many other Sessions
clocks, wind to the left (counter clockwise). That is contrary to one’s natural
tendency to wind or tighten things “to the right”. It is not uncommon for one to
assume that the clock is fully wound or “wound too tight” when the clock is not
wound at all after attempting to turn the key clockwise and finding that it will
not turn.



Chime/Strike main spring won’t wind – Winding key turns and begins to tighten
the spring but springs back to its original position when released. This indicates a
click failure. Either the click (the ratchet dog on the main wheel that keeps the
spring from unwinding when the key is released) is either broken or stuck or the
click spring has broken.



Rack tail bent or not adjusted – If the rack tail is bent, damaged, or incorrectly
adjusted, when the rack is released in may be incorrectly positioned to gathered
by the gathering pallet on the first note to be played. When this happened the
gathering pallet may lock against the tip of the rack tooth causing all further
action of the chime/strike train to abruptly end. The solution is usually to
manually “back up” the chime/strike train to release the gathering pallet and
then slightly adjust the rack tail suck that the gathering pallet engages the rack
between the teeth. This is only an issue on the first tooth gathered. After that
the rack hook ensures that the rack is maintained in the correction position to be
gathered.



Dirt and/or lack of lubrication – A combination of dried up old oil and dirt in the
pivot holes is the most common cause of a clock not running, especially if it has
been sitting for a long time.



Excessively worn pivot holes and pivots – Like any other mechanical clock, when
the pivot holes become excessively worn the wheels and pinions no longer
engage properly.



Bent or damaged pivot – The movement must be disassembled to evaluate pivot
condition. Bent pivots are often the result of assembly by an inexperienced clock
repair person.



Damaged wheel or pinion teeth – A bent or broken tooth or teeth on a wheel or
pinion will obviously prevent the clock from chiming.



Missing parts or incorrect assembly – by previous repairer.



Bell rod hammers or player drum jammed – Inspection should reveal the cause
of the problem.



Bell rod hammers set too far from bell rods. The chime/strike train operates but
produces no sound.

Clock chimes and strikes early or late – not exactly on the quarter hr.
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Perhaps it is normal? – A certain amount of backlash or “free play” of the
minute hand is normal in this type of American clock. Generally plus or minus
one minute or less before or after is considered acceptable.



Minute hand bent or on upside down – Remove the minute hand and turn it
over and reinstall. If it points to a different place on the dial it is likely bent.
Straighten the hand or leave it if reversing sides solved the problem. Sessions
hands are easily bent and frequently found that way.



Minute hand loose – The minute hand is held in the correct position on the end
of the center shaft by a rectangular hole in the hand that fits over a matching
shape on the end of the shaft, sometimes the hole in the hand becomes
enlarged from years of use or a sloppy attempt to refit a replacement hand.
Usually a loose hand can be tightened by applying a flat tip punch around the
edges of the hole. One can also punch at opposite corners of the hole to slightly
shift the position of the hand.



Dial incorrectly positioned – Loosen the screws holding the dial and see if it can
be positioned to correct the problem. This happens mostly when a previous
repairer has stripped the “threads” in the wood and inserted the screw in a new
location.



Clock movement incorrectly located in the case – The movement is mounted
with four flat‐head wood screws which should properly locate the movement
when the screws are tightened. After a number of removals the “threads” in the
wood often become stripped. Frequently one will discover where a previous
repairer has inserted match sticks or tooth picks in the hole to tighten the screw
thereby shifting its position slightly. Sometimes the mounting feet on the
movement will be turned to a new location and the screw inserted in a different
location which may or may not leave the movement properly positioned. The
two large winding arbors, the center shaft, and the small arbors to adjust the
rate and silence the chimes should all be centered in their respective holes in the
dial when the movement is correctly positioned.



Strike/chime lifting lever bent – Between the plates of the movement is a small
flat metal lever with a pointed end that is lifted and released each quarter hour
by the four‐point star wheel on the center shaft. Chiming begins when this lever
is dropped by the star wheel. If the lever or the end of the lever is bent the
chimes will begin early or late. Reforming the end of the lever to change its
contact point with the arms of the star wheel may correct the problem. A small
adjustment can make a significant change.



Star when positioned incorrectly or damaged – The four‐point star wheel is
pressed onto the canter shaft rather tightly and precisely positioned at the
factory. One should not attempt to correct a chime point error by repositioning
the star wheel unless one is very sure that it has been previously messed with.

Clock chimes incorrectly and/or sounds the wrong hour count
This is the most common complaint when a Sessions two‐train comes in for
service. Because the chiming and striking functions are totally integrated into a single
train a striking error will also throw off the chiming and a chiming error will through off
the striking. A single position count error in the chime function can through off the
strike count by several counts. It is nearly impossible, even for the experienced repairer,
to pin point the problem simply by listening to the chime and strike sounds. It is also
nearly impossible to correct an improperly adjusted chime/strike train by making
random trial and error adjustments. All adjustments should be made with the
movement in the 12 o’clock position as described above in the section on reassembly.
The following are a few of the causes of chime/strike problems that one sometimes sees
in the shop for servicing and possible solutions.
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Chimes not synchronized – This condition may develop if the time is set without
waiting for the chiming and striking to complete on the quarter hours, or when
the chime/strike main spring has run completely down. Allow the clock to run for

a couple hours. The player drum will lock the first time it crosses the “12”
position and the clock should self‐correct. If there are no mechanical problems
with the clock, the chimes will now be synchronized and the next hour should
chime and strike correctly.


Strikes wrong hour count and is always off the same amount – If the clock
always strikes on the hour but the count is always off by the same amount AND
the clock never strikes more than 12 times on the hour, the problem is likely that
the hour hand has been accidentally moved, or intentionally moved in an
attempt to set the time. The hour hand is a friction fit. Simply move the hour
hand to correspond with the hour last struck. Once set to the correct position
the hour hand should not require readjustment.



Clock strikes the hour at half past the hour – Most likely the minute hand is
installed in the wrong position. Remove the hand and turn it 180 degrees and
reattach.



Clock chimes OK but strike is intermittent and erratic – Player drum may not
shift far enough in to allow outer disk to engage the short strike lever pin shown
in fig‐6 page 19. Chime hammer head too far away from bell rod.



Clock chimes every quarter but does not sound the last note
The player drum drive arm is not advancing the drum far enough to release the
last hammer which is left raised. Re adjust the player drum locking pin arm in the
12 o’clock position to allow the drum to advance slightly more before locking.
Then readjust the drive arm and drive pin position.



Clock stops chiming and striking near the end of the week.
o The clock may need cleaning and oiling
o The clock may have worn or rough pivots and/or pivot holes
o The player drum may be advanced too far causing the chiming to stop
with one or more hammers raised. The strike train may not be able to
start under load on a rundown spring. Readjust the player drum locking
pin arm.
o The clock may not have the correct main springs. See discussion on pg. 11



Clock chimes erratically, strike count is off but not always by the same amount.
These symptoms may be caused by any one of a several conditions or
combinations of conditions. Following the reassembly checks and adjustments
described in that section of this article will usually reveal and correct the
problem. Check the following:
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o Both rack springs installed and not damaged. A stretched or damaged
rack spring may prevent the rack from moving completely into position.
o Both racks must move freely on the mounting post – Check for old stiff oil
on the post. The rack post should NOT be oiled.
o Rack locking lever must move freely of its post (do not oil)
o Both gathering pallets must be in place and straight.
o Gathering pallets must clear rack teeth in stop position and at the end of
the “warning run”.
o Chime rack tail must contact middle of flat on snail. The snail drive pinion
may be moved one tooth to correct
this problem.
o The two locking teeth on the rack
locking lever must be tight and
correctly positioned to allow the rack
to gather one tooth at a time. The
“flat” on the rack hook pins (both)
must be as shown in fig‐20, and both pins must be secure.
o Strike rack tail is set close to the “12‐1 wall” at 12 o’clock but not hitting
the “12‐1 wall”.
o Chime rack advances 1 tooth for each qtr. (4 teeth at “12”). If not, adjust
rack tail (usually only a problem with old style rack).
o The Chime rack only should release at the first three quarters and both
racks should release “on the hour”. The lifting arm that raises the rack
locking lever can be formed (bent) slightly to achieve this condition.
o Cam follower must be at position shown in fig‐14 pg. 15 at 12 o’clock.
o The small coil spring is in place under the player drum drive arm as shown
in (fig‐5 pg. 21).
o Player drum drive arm and pin positioned as shown in (fig‐7 pg. 23).
o The rear plate cam may not be correctly positioned, or the cam follower
may not be completely releasing the player wheel to unlock at the 3
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o’clock position. This usually indicates that cam has been pressed too far
onto the center shaft or installed in an incorrect position.


Clock will not chime on the first quarter hour but will chime 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
quarter if “helped” past the first quarter.
One possible cause is that the player drum is not being completely lifted off of
the locking pin stalling the strike train. Check that the small cam on the back
plate has not been pressed on too far and that the lifting arms under the player
drum are not bent, see section on reassembly and adjustment of these parts,
(fig‐8 pg. 21).
Another possibility, especially on older style movements with flat strip rack tails,
is that the rack tail has been bent causing one of the gathering pallets to hang up
on the tip of one of the teeth on the rack instead of engaging the rack between
the teeth.

APPENDIX

US Patent 1,837,642 Dec. 22, 1931 (Original Design) Text Pages 1 to 12*
US Patent 1,837,642 Dec. 22, 1931 (Original Design) Drawing Sheets 1 to 5*
US Patent 1,883,387 Oct. 18, 1932 (Improved Design) Text Pages 1 to 8*
US Patent 1,883,387 Oct. 18, 1932 (Improved Design) Drawing Sheets 1 to 4*
*

Page numbers above are those of the patient document
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